Company Name:

The Home Doctor

Primary Trade:

Handyman Services

Distance from you:

0.00Miles

Contact Name:

Mike Weeks

Full Address:

Moorcroft Avenue
Burton
Christchurch
Dorset

Postcode:

BH23 7HU

Contact Telephone:

01202 798 748

Contact Email:

trade@the-home-doctor.co.uk

Contact Fax:

Company Website:

https://the-home-doctor.co.uk

Company Number:

Contact Mobile:

Comments:
Location map:

Services Provided:
Bathroom Design & Installation
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Carpenter/Joiner
Doors
Handyman Services
Plumbers / Plumbing
Property Maintenance & Repair Services
Tiling Services
Traders Overall Rating:

Number of reviews:

10 Points

63

Customer Service
Quality of Work/Service
Punctuality / Efficiency / Time Taken

Comments from consumers who have used this trader
08-Jul-2019

Very helpful with a friendly manner.

20-Jun-2019

Does what he says and keeps to estimate.

13-May-2019

Quick, efficient service. Very pleased

13-May-2019

Polite, clean worker, good value, helpful and reliable.

13-May-2019

Excellent service. Job completed immediately.
Professional and polite. I will definitely use again.

02-Apr-2019

Nice to have this chance of feedback. Very good
service.

18-Mar-2019

We first used the Home Doctor services (after seeing
an advert in the local news letter) to replace two toilet
cisterns and our shower pump. We were satisfied with
the services supplied and quality of the work done. We
subsequently had our bathroom re-modelled (removal
of bath and replacement with a low level shower tray,
replacement shower, tiling etc.) The work was carried
out to a high standard and we are very satisfied with
the end result. Based upon the work carried out for us
to date, we have no hesitation in recommending the
Home Dr for similar work, we shall not be looking for
anybody else should we require more work (within the
Home Doctor's scope) done on our property in the
future.

06-Mar-2019

Very pleased with the work carried out on my lounge
door. Great value for money spent.

01-Mar-2019

Excellent work at a very reasonable price. Highly
recommended!

06-Feb-2019

Having recently moved to the area, The Home Doctor,
was recommended to me. The work Mike carried out
was to a very high standard. His knowledge and advice
was appreciated. I would have no hesitation in
recommending Mike and will always use him for any
future work required. Excellent service.
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24-Jan-2019

This is the second time we have used Mike. His work is
very professional and always finished to an excellent
standard. He will be my first point of call for any further
work we need doing.

21-Jan-2019

The Home Doctor came do to lots of small jobs after we
had just moved into a new home. They were all
completed neatly and in a timely manner. A very
professional job overall. I would certainly use him again
when needed and will recommend him highly to others.

18-Nov-2018

Mike did an excellent repair job on the door and
window frames of our garage. The work was to a very
high standard, he was very easy to deal with and at a
very fair price too. Excellent service - would very highly
recommend.

24-Oct-2018

I have used Mike on several occasions over the past 3
years and have always been extremely happy with the
work he has done for me. He arrives on time, is very
pleasant, clean and tidy and always has new ideas and
solutions and is sensibly priced. I have recommended
Mike to friends, family and neighbours who have all
been very pleased with his work. Mike has worked for
me on indoor and outdoor jobs which have all been
completed to a high standard.

22-May-2018

Mike's service was exemplary as always.

28-Mar-2018

Done excellant job refurbishing downstairs cloakroom
first class tiling and plumbing very clean and tidy
worker always arrived when he said he would I would
gladly recommend him to friends and family of mine

05-Feb-2018

Mike has changed a shower seat for us, installed two
extra bathroom grab handles, replaced a basin tap,
replaced our heavy bird feeder base and fitted the pole
onto a new base and temporarily repaired a rotten
fence until we get a new panel. We've been very
pleased with his workmanship and we will have no
hesitation in using him again.

22-Dec-2017

Mike is a perfectionist and works as if he is in his own
home. He gutted a bathroom and made it into a
beautiful shower room which we are delighted with. We
would recommend him to anyone.

16-Nov-2017

Excellent value for money and professional service.
Would definitely recommend and use Mike again.

11-Oct-2017

Mike is extremely professional, friendly and does an
amazing job. My shower unit is now looking fabulous
and he managed to fix all the problems with it in a very
reassuring manner, nothing was too much trouble.
Thank you Mike so glad l found you and will be
recommending you to all my friends.

04-Oct-2017

First class, in every respect

27-Sep-2017

I was absolutely delighted with the professionalism,
advice, promptness and work carried out. I hope to
have more work carried out too and would definitely
recommend.

01-Sep-2017

Arrived when agreed and work carried out to a good
standard.No mess left. Would use the services of The
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Home Doctor again.
01-Aug-2017

The Home Doctor is reliable and does a first class job. I
have used these services twice now and would not
hesitate to use them again. First class service and a
fully satisfied customer - and not overpriced. Always
important.

24-Jun-2017

The home doctor takes great pride in doing jobs
properly and to a high standard. He is also realistic
about what's best for you as a customer. It was a relief
to leave someone I could trust in my house. An
extremely tidy worker who made sure there was
minimal dust which could have been detrimental to my
health. Am very happy with my new bathroom

23-May-2017

Very efficient, resourceful Dand always polite.

22-May-2017

I have used The Home Doctor on several occasions
before and always received excellent workmanship and
service with the work area left clean and tidy. I shall
undoubtedly use him again for future requirements..

04-May-2017

The Home Doctor certainly goes the extra mile! His
high quality workmanship, his thoughtfulness and
artistic perception, his never failing punctuality gave
me a rare and a very satisfying customer experience.

27-Apr-2017

About the only trader that does things properly at a fair
cost. My front door was warped wood with nothing right
going right about it. Draught was terrible. Everyone
said I wanted a new wooden door fitted for around
£3,000, but he prepared my old door to look like new
and everything on it worked properly at a vast saving
of money. This trader is exceptional for his quality of
workmanship.

25-Apr-2017

Mike came out to my my property and was able to
quickly identify the leak in my plumbing which I was
not able to identify. He gave me recommendations on
how to fix the problem. Mike was able to fit me in to his
schedule to fix and repair my leak in the heating
system. I found him very knowledgeable and helpful.
His work was carried out to a high standard. Mike
would be the first person I contact when I have another
plumbing problem.

23-Mar-2017

Very competitive pricing, professional approach to
tasks undertaken with these carried with the minimum
of fuss. Arrived at time as promised and worked
efficiently, effectively, cleanly and without fuss
Pleasant and friendly attitude and the "job" left clean
and tidy after completion. An invaluable service for
those of us looking for smaller, and maybe not so small
tasks, to be undertaken properly when so called main
trades' persons/companies can't be bothered or charge
exorbitant prices for shoddy work. Certainly true in my
case.

14-Dec-2016

Very efficient, shown in the cost.

14-Dec-2016

A long wait for work to be carried out, due to work
load, but on arrival, professional, skilful, hard working,
pleasant and polite, Well pleased so far.
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14-Dec-2016

Very professional. On time and work carried out very
good. Very pleased with service.

13-Dec-2016

Nice job Mike. Punctual, clean and tidy, work carried
out to timescale and to estimate, no hidden extras, and
best of all the wife is happy. I would not hesitate to
refer and recommend Mike to anyone.

29-Nov-2016

Very professional replacement of shower door and
frame. A high standard of workmanship, task
completed on time and to estimate.

20-Nov-2016

Mike has carried out a variety of tasks for me over the
recent months. I had a long list and Mike told me
exactly what he could do and what he could not. He
gave a price and that was it. He is a clean and very tidy
worker, in fact I came home from work and had to
check he had actually been the house was so clean and
tidy. I would, and have recommended, him to anyone
who wants a reliable and efficient handyman who does
what he says he will do. A rarity these days

19-Nov-2016

Mike is very knowledgable and professional. He doesn't
cut corners and his work is first class. I have now used
him on three occasions and will always use him in
future. He works very hard and I highly recommend
him.

12-Nov-2016

Mike is reliable and trustworthy,nothing is to much
trouble for him,he is punctual and tidy, all work carried
out by him is completed on time and to a very high
standard.

03-Nov-2016
02-Nov-2016

Excellent service from Mike, I cannot fault his work, left
all tidy and clean afterwards. Will certainly be using
The Home Doctor again.

01-Nov-2016

Excellent service.

07-Sep-2016

Ideal for tricky jobs about the house.

27-Jul-2016

Excellent - clean - tidy.

01-Jul-2016
21-Jun-2016

Came to fix tap in evening, polite and professional.

25-May-2016

Firstly was the good advice Mike gave me. Secondly he
got the correct replacement outside light I required.
And finally the fitting was all done to my requirements
very satisfactory. Good job well done

12-May-2016

I am very pleased with the high quality of work and
professional experience given by the Home Doctor.

12-May-2016

Very helpful, tidy and a good workman. Very pleased
with the work !

25-Apr-2016

Mike is friendly and professional. Very skilled and great
service. Would highly recommend.

12-Apr-2016

Mr Weeks is a very pleasant gentleman, always arrived
on appointed time. Work was carried out with great
care and always cleaned up after the job was finished.
He was "happy to advise me on other jobs which
needed attention, and quoted prices which were very
good.

04-Mar-2016

Mike is very reliable and we would definitely
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recommend. Excellent service and work carried out
was perfect.
24-Feb-2016

Very good

24-Feb-2016

Superb service. Very professional indeed. Mike is a
genuine person and explains the work he is doing as he
goes on. We were very impressed and would
recommend.

15-Feb-2016

Very impressed - Reliable, efficient and high quality
work. Highly recommend.

10-Feb-2016

Very efficient and excellent work. Always very neat and
an excellent job. I have no hesitation in recommending
his services.

10-Feb-2016

Excellent service and work both inside and outside our
property. Reliable, polite, clean and prompt.

10-Feb-2016

Repair of leaking tap and fence repairs.

08-Feb-2016

Extremely pleased with the work Mike carried out, very
tidy and clears up after himself, excellent value for
money, no hesitation in recommending Mike, excellent
service.

08-Feb-2016

Very professional and quick worker. Thorough job.
Would certainly use again.

28-Jan-2016

excellent service the home doctor was efficient and
polite work carried out to a hight standard in a timely
and tidy fashion. will use again

19-Jan-2016

Did a neat and timely tiling job - Impressive.

13-Jan-2016

Carried out work efficiently as per estimate.
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